
Gunnebo Special & Telescopic Gates
When a special adaptation or a very large opening is needed

When a special adaptation or a very large opening is needed, 

Gunnebo Special or Telescopic Gates are the logical choice. 

All our competence comes together in these gates, be it 

taxiway gates for airports or other specialised applications, 

these gates are able to deliver the requirements you are 

looking for.
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Features

 Adaptability to customer needs, as solid infill, bars, wooden infill,   �

company logo etc

Easy installation and service ability thanks to modular design �

Large opening widths �

Gate frame produced as statically calculated single-wing design �

Covered and therefore protected drive and security technology �

Corrosion protection offered by galvanising and coating using     �

 the tri-protect procedure

Telescopic cantilevered type

Telescopic cantilevered versions for large opening widths in need of  

limited back-up space.

Features

No track in the road surface, so no snow or dirt can clog the rail and thus   �

 prevent the gate from opening or closing, a problem that could arise in   

 tracked gates 

Opening and closing speeds may differ for each wing, thanks to special drive   �

 technology the end positions will be reached at the same time

To prevent accidents, the gate leafs have acrylic transparent protection    �

 against crushing, shearing and drawing in

Telescopic tracked type

The motorised tracked cantilevered gate from Gunnebo is synonymous with 

extremely high precision and quality. Very large opening widths can be  

realised even with limited back-up requirement!

These gates ensure optimum security. To prevent accidents, the gate leafs 

have transparent acrylic protection sheets. 

“Everything from one source”

“Everything from one source” is our principle. Planning, manufacturing,  

installation and maintenance is our competence. Gunnebo stands at your 

side as a strong and experienced partner.

Features

Ball bearing mounted, zero •	

    maintenance rollers

Reduced back-up space•	

High level of security•	

Extensive range of equipment•	

The largest of opening widths•	

Corrosion protected track•	

Corrosion protection offered by •	

    galvanising and coating using  

 the tri-protect procedure

We reserve the right to alter product information  
without any obligation.
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